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The brand new groundbreaking style-guide from bestseller author Charla Krupp on how to appear 10 pounds
lighter, a decade younger and 10 times sexier each day, all year--in summer, winter, at the gym, even in a
swimsuit!You may never get dressed the same way again once you discover:*smart, easy ways to hide arm
flap, a big bust, a muffin top, back fat, Buddha belly, a big booty, wide hips, thunder thighs, and heavy
calves-and that's just half the book.*which products, fashions, and services you shouldn't waste your money
on*the top tips that will cause you to look slimmer by tonight!*which fabrics, colours, and styles make
women look fat*absolutely the best shades, shapes, and brilliant buys to help make the pounds
invisible*smart solutions for particular fashion situations--workout gear, evening wear, and also swimsuits!"
Finally, this is actually the reserve that will answer your question. So, if you have ever put on a piece of
clothing and asked "Will this make me look fats?
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Great Tips Let You Pick and Choose - New Favorite Helpful, useful reserve that delivers photos and tips
about how to optimize your favorite features, and how to de-emphasize the parts you wished had been
different. Don’t believe the hype. And that if you gain a significant amount of fat, your feet are certain to
get wider? Also, it provides specific guidelines on what to look for when you are clothes shopping, so you
can find products yourself, whether shopping shops, specialty shops, or price cut stores - it is not brand
reliant, and instead explains clothes features and effects. She also provides specific tips (what if you imagine
your legs look solid, and you're brief/petite?. Author is denigrating towards her own, not fitted to the present
day empowered woman Some useful tips to glean but the photo choices are poor.." Another
recommendation by the writer was that I should purchase undergarments which will smooth my rolls, so
they don't show underneath my clothes. But mainly because I settled down to examine, i realized having less
images. No kidding.. I purchased a number of books on updating my wardrobe, and this may be the most
timeless (it isn't reliant on what's trendy today), most useful, and friendly of the bunch.understood that. I also
can purchase jeans that are in between low risers and those that match at the waist. The book delivered what
it said it could. The parts that discussed how to proceed regarding my "trouble spots" was also, like, yeah, I
know I will exercise and eat less to lose weight; however the book's title shows that there are things I can
wear which will make me appearance "slimmer" or better without "dropping a pound.. The advice is nothing
brand-new, To be reasonable, I must say there were tips that were new to me; I did so disagree with the
suggestion for a swimsuit design. The skirt-like suit addresses my thighs a regular suit doesn't, even though
the writer says that style fairly screams "old woman. I hope this fad in graphical design soon passes. NOT
for anybody with aging eyes (i. it may depend on how "savvy" one feels about dressing in a far more up-todate fashion but still looking/feeling great about oneself. Also, the author seems to be addressing readers
who wear, suppose, larger sizes. I recommend this one Not too much I didn't know. The composing humor
appears to be associated with superficial female self denigration common to the business and
fashion/celebrity world. I love this reserve and I understand that I will refer to in whenever We go shopping
later on. brand recommendations. So lots of pictures and explanations.! Practical advice This book is filled
up with practical advice for dressing to look your best. There were some ideas I wouldn't make use of-2-3"
heels are not shoes or shoes I could wear, although I wish I could. For example, I've often had wide ft and
there is certainly one chapter where in fact the writer, with help from a podiatrist, gives assistance on buying
sneakers that are not only flattering but can help prevent so lots of the foot issues that plague women.
Although I currently knew many of the principles (because of the 'What NEVER TO Put on' series), I also
discovered a lot. Wish it had More Pictures I was happy to receive my book thus quickly. For example, the
information I received regarding tops was that I will buy tops with sleeves to cover the "flap" on my upper
arms.e. I also noticed that some or most of the pics of the after were viewed from a aspect view rather than
face to face. Interesting book, I cannot say anymore. I assume I am disappointed, as there was a lot of
reading and I think it would have already been better had presently there been more visual info. Plus, talking
about visual, what the heck is a bell skirt, or a dirnl skirt? I guess the pic on the front of the reserve was a
sign of degree of trick pictures I would experience. I also pointed out that the models showing you how a
successful appearance came off were ladies who weren't fat in any way shape or form. Outstanding! Just
make use of for quick tips & I will keep the book close by for future reference. Overall, worthy of the
financial and time investment. The light coloured font on white history is continually annoying difficult to
read! For me, the book does a great job - it enables you to pick what you want to address and skip sections
that address the body parts you are pleased with, so there is absolutely no body shaming. That high-end
designer shoes will murder your foot, because they are designed for thin females with narrow, long foot?
The book is full of helpful information and suggestions like this. But mainly because I read the reserve I was
struck by the fact that those of us who want to present slimmer variations of ourselves likely have
encountered most of these details before. How to proceed? Charla Krupp's practical instruction to

minimizing them instantly by making smart clothes, accessory, hair and makeup choices is among the best
I've run into. Her encouraging writing design, no-nonsense guidance, many before-and-after pictures and
chapter resource lists present top-notch info from a professional stylist who's Been There along around.How
great is Charla's reserve? This boomer retains it following to her closet for reference and evaluations it
before she goes shopping. Enough said. anyone over 40)... After reading her first book, and referring back
again to it quite often, I was disappointed. Very Helpful Fact: Every 30+ female thinks/knows she has figure
issues. pastel font out of the question to read! I kind of had that determined, but it was reinforced. The
author gives specific, detailed information for women who would like to present the slimmer versions of
themselves to the world. If you really want to know how to appear thinner I believe this book does have
some important insights. I was looking for more info on how to look better, younger, much healthier, etc.
Disappointment A disappointment for me personally. Okay, I can see that. however, they weren't worth
buying the book. For somebody not tutored in these exact things, it would be very helpful Was expecting
more from this author. I think some readers will see the suggestions in the book more useful than others; I
really like before and after pics. The author gives particular, detailed information for women who . Did you
know that your shoe size can rise by a complete size from the age of 20 to 50, simply because of growing
older? Author carries an Old viewpoint towards aging ladies, which doesn’t fit the savvy personal
empowering natural woman who is comfortable in her own skin." The good news was that the publication
was fairly inexpensive, so it is not great deal I "wasted" a lot of money for this advice. Not Much Help! This
is better suited for those who are moderately overweight not for just one who is obeise. Wish I had not
bought it. Five Stars Good advice Five Stars Great book to have as a resource.
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